Will IorFloat
Will I Sink?
Grade: K
Subject Areas:
Physical science, Earth
Science, Social Science,
Language Arts

Skills: classifying,

describing, observing,
predicting, sensing

Duration: 1 hour
Connections:

physics, scientific
investigation,
transportation, motion

Vocabulary
water

solids
liquids
gases
sinks
float
prediction

Objective:

Students will be introduced to the
different states of water and will
investigate whether various objects will
sink or float.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•

kettle
stove or hotplate
ice cubes
paper cups
large tub of water for teacher
demonstration
• student worksheets
• 5 tubs of water for student
activity

• 5 sets of assorted objects
• plastic container with a lid

Standards
Strands: Excellence in Environmental Education Guidelines
Strand 1 — Questioning and Analysis Skills: B) Designing
investigations: Learners are able to design simple investigations. E)
Organizing Information: Learners are able to describe data and organize
information to search for relationships and patterns concerning the
environment and environmental topics
Strand 2.4 — Environment and Society: D) Technology: Learners
understand that technology is an integral part of human existence and
culture.

California State Educational Standards:

Physical Science 1a: Students know objects can be described in terms of
the materials they are made of (e.g., clay, cloth, paper) and their physical
properties (e.g., color, size, shape, weight, texture, flexibility, attraction to
magnets, floating, sinking).
PS 1b: Students know water can be a liquid or a solid and can be made to
change back and forth from one form to the other.
Investigation and Experimentation (I and E) 4b: Students will describe
the properties of common objects.
I and E 4d: Students will compare and sort common objects by one
physical attribute (e.g., color, shape, texture, size, weight).
I and E 4e: Students will communicate observations orally and through
drawings.

Background
Water Wonders

M

any recent explorations to Mars,
the Moon and beyond have
looked for evidence of liquid water.
Every living cell from the tiniest
bacterium to the tip of the tallest tree
on Earth needs water. About seventy
percent of the human body is made
of water. The reason why water is so
essential to life is because of its unique
properties.
Water is an amazing compound. Two
hydrogen atoms bonded to a single
oxygen atom makes one molecule
of water or H2O. It turns out that
the arrangement of these atoms
give water unique properties. The
shape of a water molecule is bent.
This is because the hydrogen atoms
are not arranged evenly around the
oxygen atom. Because of this uneven
arrangement, one water molecule is
attracted to another water molecule.
This attraction is caused by the fact
that each side of a water molecule has
a slight negative or positive charge.
Opposites attract. The negative side of
one molecule is attracted to a nearby
positive side of another molecule and
so on. This polar attraction is why
water likes to hang out with other
water molecules. Conversely, nonpolar molecules repel water. Oils and
waxes are non-polar molecules. This is
one of the reasons why oil and water
don’t mix.
The cohesive force of water is the same
thing as water tension. The ability to
float a paperclip or for water striders
to float on the surface of water, are
examples of this attractiveness. The
polarity of water molecules allows it to
be a solvent. Water is often called the

“universal solvent” because it breaks
down more compounds than any
other substance. We use this solvent
property of water for all kinds of
things—especially cleaning.
Water comes in three states: solid
ice, vapor (or gas) and liquid. Earth
is the only place in our solar system
were water commonly forms naturally
in all three states. Typically solids
are heavier than liquids and liquids
are heavier than gases because of
the amount of space between the
molecules. In solids, molecules are
moving but they are packed together
tightly and are relatively fixed in

place. In liquids, the molecules are
more energized and become flexible or
fluid. This allows them to flow and fill
the available space of any container.
In gases, molecules are very excited
and are jumping all over the place.
This hyperactivity puts a lot of space
between the molecules. Gases cannot
be contained unless they are in a
sealed container.
The solid state of water or ice is
unique. As water cools, it gets denser
until reaching 4 degrees Celsius or 39
degrees Fahrenheit. An amazing thing
happens as water cools below this
temperature. The molecules begin to

Local
Connection

Sharks have been around for nearly 400 million years. There are
many types of sharks from carnivores to filter feeders. When people
conjure up an image of a shark, however, many think of the Great
White Shark. This shark stirs up fear even in the bravest of souls
because of their large size, dark eyes, massive mouths, and sharp
teeth. Attacks on humans, boats, and many different animals are
not uncommon and several have been spotted off our local coast,
especially from fishermen and surfers. The preferred diet of White
Sharks are seals and sea lions.
Sharks are being killed at a startling rate. It is estimated that
70-100 million sharks are killed every year worldwide for shark fin
soup alone. The fins of sharks are cut off while they are still alive.
Without a fin they cannot swim or navigate and slowly fall down
to the bottom of the ocean where they eventually die from lack of
oxygen or asphyxiation. Many sharks need to move constantly in
order to keep enough oxygen flowing through their gills. Most shark
species are long lived and have slow reproduction rates, adding to
their precarious fate.
Today almost half of all sharks are threatened with
extinction. Losing sharks could have devastating consequences
for the health of our oceans. They play vital roles in many oceanic
food chains. The high price for sharks fins, however, encourages
poaching. Even though a new assembly bill will likely prohibit
the sale of shark fins in California, sharks catches are largely
unregulated globally.
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move further away from each other
forming a more stable structure.
This is why ice, a solid, is less dense
than water, a liquid. Because of this
unique property of water, large bodies
of water like lakes don’t freeze solid.
During cold winters, fish and other
aquatic animals can survive in the
fluid water below the frozen surface.
This also means icebergs float and so
does the ice in a cold beverage.

Float or Sink?

having to swim. Others like some
fish have swim bladders that they
pump full of air so they can regulate
their buoyancy. Many seeds like
coconuts are dispersed through water.
Unfortunately, a lot of our garbage
floats too. We are creating huge
masses of plastic in the ocean made
of floating garbage. The masses of
garbage get stuck in gyres and some
are larger than the size of Texas. The
biggest one is sometimes referred to
as the “Great Pacific Garbage Patch”.
By understanding what sinks and what
floats we can begin to understand the
world around us.

If something is placed in water it
either floats or sinks because of two
things, buoyancy and displacement.
Fluids have a buoyant force which
is an upward force. You can feel this
anytime you try and push a ball down
into a large container of water like a
swimming pool. Any time something
is put into water, some of the water is
displaced. This can easily be observed
if one fills a container full of water to
the brim; add something to it and the
water will spill over the top. If you
had a way of measuring the water lost
you would find the amount of water
displaced. Archimedes Principle states
that the buoyant force of a liquid
is equal to the weight of the water
displaced. In order for an object to
float, it has to weigh less than the
amount of water it displaces.
The ability for things to float on
or in water has huge implications.
People have been able to transport
themselves and explore the watery
world in which we live. Most
outward expansion has happened via
waterways. Boats have been made
from reeds, logs, plastic, fiberglass
and metal. Many forests were cut
down for the making of fleets,
including the Spanish fleet that sent
Christopher Columbus out to discover
the new world.
Many other organisms depend on
the buoyancy of water as well. Some
are light enough to float without
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Activity 1: Observing the States of Matter
Procedure
1. Get the kettle boiling on a hot plate. While it is
heating up, explain to the students that they will
observe the different states of water. Pass a paper
cup with an ice cube to every student. Have them
look at the ice cube before they touch it. Have
them stare at their ice cube while they spin it.
Count down 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. On the count of 1, have
them hold the ice cube in their hand. Let them
play for a few minutes. Encourage them to blow
on their ice cube. Collect the paper cups. Ask them
questions about what they observed.
2. Turn off the kettle and review the three
states of water. Write the terms down and have
the students repeat them. The solid form of
water is called ice. The gaseous state of water is
called vapor. The liquid state of water is called
water. Review these three states by saying: V
is for _____ (vapor). G is for _____ (gas). I is
for ____ (ice). S is for _____ (solid). W is for
_____ (water). L is for _____(liquid).
Next, pass out the worksheet and have the
students match the picture to the state of water
while you prepare for the next activity (see
attached).

Materials

• kettle
• stove or hotplate
• ice cubes
• paper cups
• student worksheet

• What did you notice about your ice
cube?
• What happened when you touched
the ice cube?
• How can you describe an ice cube?
• What happens to water when it
gets really cold?
By this time, the water in the kettle
should be boiling. Bring the students
attention to the really hot water in
the kettle and the steam coming
from it. Ask:
• How does this steam differ from ice?
• Which one is solid?
• Which one is gas?
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Activity 2: Will I Float or Will I Sink?
Preparation
Sort the objects you plan to use into
five groups. All of the objects should be
the same at each table for comparison
purposes. Don’t put the objects out until
the student investigation begins.

Procedure

Materials

• large tub of water for teacher demonstration
• 5 tubs of water for student activity
• 5 sets of assorted objects (rubber eraser, bathtub toy,
toy boat, apple, coin, plastic fork, plastic cap, paper
pieces, foil pieces, sponges, corks, etc.)
• large glass dropper
• plastic container with a lid
• student worksheet
• paper towels or rags for clean up

1. Have the students gather in front of
a large tub of water and begin to find
out what they know about objects that
float or sink. Have the plastic container,
dropper and oil ready for a teacher
demonstration. Before beginning explain
what a prediction is (an educated
guess).

• Who has ever floated on water?
• What other types of things do you know
float on water?
• Have you ever floated something in your
bathtub?
• What sorts of things don’t float on water?

2. Continue with the discussion by
showing them some objects. Say
something like: “I am an empty plastic
container. Will I sink or float?”. Ask them to
make a prediction.
3. Take the plastic container and place it
in the water (it should float). Next, fill the
plastic container with water and place a
secure lid on it. Ask the same question.
Let them know that by guessing they are
predicting an outcome.

4. Continue asking the same question using
an various objects. Make sure you ask them
to “predict” what will happen (“will I sink or
will I float?”) each time you test an object. The
students may even want to give you some
suggested items to try.
5. Next, explain to the students that they are
going to predict and test if an object will sink or
float. Have students work in groups, each group
centered around a tub of water. Arrange an
assortment of objects near by for them to test.
Each group should explore the objects at their
station. Clean up any water spills.
6. Take students back to their dry tables and
pass out a worksheet and have them match
which pictured items will float or sink on their
matching worksheet (see attached).
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Extensions
• Have the students make a booklet on the different modes of water transportation
• Have them count how many objects are in their water tanks
• Continue experimenting for a few days with different objects. Encourage the students to bring
something small from home to see if it will sink or float in water.
• Use this opportunity to introduce aquatic plants and animals.
• Show pictures of things that live in water.
• Introduce the topic of energy and how the energy of the sun changes water.

References
Archimedes Principle: http://www.suite101.com
Pacific Coast Shark News, http://www.sharkresearchcommittee.com/, 2011
Science Sink or Float Experiment: www.preschoolrainbow.org
Sink or float worksheet: http://www.lessonplanet.com, Predicting if items sink or float
Sink or Float?: http://www.sciencenetlinks.com/

FOSS Connection
Grade 1-2
Physical Science:
Solids and Liquids
Balance and Motion
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Name:

Date:

Solid Liquid or Gas?
Circle the correct state of matter for each picture

Solid

Liquid

Gas

Solid

Liquid

Gas

Solid
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Solid
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Gas

Solid

Liquid

Gas
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Name:

Date:

Guess

Result

Sink

Sink

Float

Float

Sink
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Float
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